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Less than € 1,500,000 · Up to 20 employees

Company description
Little Electric Cars develops, industrialize and market 100% electrical vehicles. They started up in 2010
with a factory in Mos. This company was created in response to the concerns of a group of automotive
professionals, keenly aware of the need for environmental conservation. The components which their
vehicles are made from are assembled in their factory meaning that they can be customized to the
client’s wishes. The company provides a clean alternative for travel in cities and coastal areas, both for
individuals and for on-site fleets for companies with large sites, industrial estates or natural areas such
as forest parks and zoos.

Products and services
Auxiliary services
Diverse
Little design, manufacture and market 100% electrical vehicles from their site in Mos, using
European components. Currently, they make 2 models:
– The Little4: utility vehicle perfect for urban journeys. It can be made in cabriolet, vintage or
commercial versions.
– The Ebox: launched in 2012 it is aimed at on-site fleets for companies with large sites, industrial
estates or natural areas such as forest parks and zoos. The Ebox comes in 2 and 6 seat versions.
The philosophy of the company is to give the customer the product that they want. With this in
mind they have created ”The Factory”: a unique personalisation service (fleet painting,
accessories, adapted design and bodywork, artist decorated, etc.). This means that the client will
have their own unique model.

Processes and technologies
Assembly
The design department creates a sketch of the vehicle which is then produced by the manufacture
and assembly department. Through their rigorous quality control processes the company can
produce their own technical data sheets. The entire manufacture process can be carried out in
Little´s premises.

Main customers
Iberdrola, Inditex, Empresa Cubana de Aeropuertos y Servicios Aeronáuticos (Ecasa), Mancomunidad
Sureste de Gran Canaria, Zoológico de Viena, Parque Natural de Monfragüe, Realvi, Transimport, etc.

Address and phone
Polg. Ind. O Rebullón s/n, módulo 8
36416 Mos
Phone: 986 488 799

Web / Email
http://www.little-cars.es
comercial@little-cars.es

